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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
Post Office Box 2000

Soddy-Daisy, Tennessee 37379

March 16, 1988

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Gentlemen:

TRNNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - SEQUOYAll NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 3 - DOCKET NO.
50-327 - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-77 - REPORTABLE OCCURREliCE REPORT
SQRO-50-327/88011

The enclosed licensee event report provides details concerning an inadequate
determination of the effect of routine diesel generator testing which
resulted in both trains of the control room emergency ventilation system
being declared inoperable. This event is reported la accordance with
10 CFR 50.73, paragraph a.2.1.

Very truly yours,

TENNESSSE VALLEY AUTHORITY

[. je ~
S J. Sm th
Plant Manager

Enclosure
cc (Enclosure):

J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Suite 2900
101 Marietta Street, NW
Atlanta, Geortla 30323

Records Center
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

Suite 1500
1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

NRC Inspector, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant

8803230009 880316
PDR ADOCK 05000327
S PDR

An Equal Opportunity Employer |
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Both Trains Of The Control Room Emergency Ventilation System Being Inoperable
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On February 16, 1988, at approximately 0030 EST, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN) unit I
was in mode 5 (cold shutdown) and SQN unit 2 was in mode 4 (hot shutdown) when it was
determined that Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.0.5 had been in effect cince
approximately 2340 EST the previous day because both trains of the control room
emergency ventilation system (CREVS) had been inoperable since that time. Train "A"
of CREVS was inoperable because its emergency power source (i.e., diesel generator
(D/G) 1A-A) had been taken out of service to perform routine testing, and train "B"
of CREVS had previously been declared inoperable to replace fire detectors in the
CREVS ductwork. Upon discovery of this event, Operations personnel were immediately
dispatched to the D/G Building with instructions to return D/G 1A-A to service. At
approximately 0037 EST on February 16, 1988, D/G 1A-A was returned to service and
LCO 3.0.5 was exited.
-The event was caused by an inadequate review of the applicable technical
specification (TS) before removing a D/G from service. The shift supervisor that was
on shift when the D/G testing was initiated was cognizant that removing D/G 1A-A from
service would make train "A" of CREVS inoperable; however, he did not confirm the TS
required actions that must be taken when both trains of CREVS are inoperable. TVA

has recently established a work control group to assist the control room shlft crew
by determining the impact of work activities on the plant. In addition, the

procedures that are used to remove D/Gs from service have been revised to include
precautions that specifically address the potential for causing other equipment or
systems to be inoperable when D/Gs are taken out of service. These actions snould
prevent recurrence of this event; however, TVA is^ continuing to evaluate other
corrective actions to determine if additional recurrence control measures are 'j,bgappropriate. ,,
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On Februarv 16, 1988, at approximately 0030 EST, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN)
unit I was in mode 5 (0 percent power, 5 psig, 126 degrees F) and SQN unit 2 was
in mode 4 (0 percent power, 350 psig 251 degrees F) when it was determined that
Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.0.5 had been in effect since
approximately 2340 EST the previous day because both trains of control room
emergency ventilation system (CREVS) (EIIS Code VI) had been inoperable since
that time. Train "A" of CRCVS was inoperable solely because its emergency power
source (i.e., diesel gonerator (D/G) 1A-A) was inoperable, and train "B" of
CREVS had previously been declared inoperaLle to replace fire detectors in the
CREVS ductwork.

Before this event, at appro71mately 0600 EST on February 10, 1988, D/G
(EIIS Code EK) 1A-A was taken out of service in accordance with System Operating
Instruction (SOI)-82.1, "Diesel Generator 1A-A," to prepare for the performance
of Surveillance Instruction '(SI)-102M/M, "Diesel Generator Monthly Mechanical
Inspections." At approximately 0618 EST, a deficiency in the SOI-82 series of
instructions was identified, and D/G 1A-A was returned to service witbout
performing SI-102M/M. The following day, February ll, 1988, the deficiency in
the SOI-82 series of instructions was corrected, and the performance of
SI-102M/M was rescheduled for February 12, 1988. However, at approximately
1133 EST on February 12, 1988, LCO 3.1.2.4 was entored when smoke was reported
emanating from the gear box of centell'usal charging pump (CCP) 2A-A
(EIIS Code CB), and the CCP was declared inoperable (reference LER
SQRO-50-328/88005). With CCP 2A-A inoperable, TVA management decided to delay
the performance of SI-102M/M.

The decision to delay D/G testing in accordance with SI-102M/M was necessary to
avoid placing the pinnt in technical specification (TS) LCO 3.0.5. That is,

before SI-102M/M can be performed, the applicable D/G must first be taken out of
service in accordance with S0I-82. In order to take any D/G out of service,
SI-7.1, "Diesel Genera *.or AC Electrical Power Source Operability Verification,"
which requires the D/G to be started, must be performed on the three remaining
operable D/Gs. Before starting a D/G, a standard practice is to manually roll
the D/G with the cylinder relief valves open to expell any incompressible fluids
*nat could be present, thereby preventing potential engine damage. However, in
order to manually roll the D/G, the personnel performing this action must be
protected against a potential automatic D/G start. This protection is
accomplished by (1) placing the D/G maintenance selector handswitch in the
"maintenance" position (thereby preventing the D/G from receiving an emergency
start signal) and (2) isolating air to the D/G air start motors. Thus, a
necessary consequence of performint SI-102M/M on one D/G is placing the three
remaining D/Gs (one at a time) in an inoperable condition for a short period of
time. Since D/G 2B-B is the emergency power source for CCP 28-B and since CCP
2A-A was already inoperable, D/G testing in accordance with SI-102M/M would have
resulted in both CCPs being inoperable and required action to be taken in
accordance with TS LCO 3.0.5.
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On February 13, 1988, at approximately 1327 EST, train "B" of CREVS was taken
out of service to replace fire detectors in the CREVS ductwork in accordance
with SQN Workplan (WP) 7190-01. On February 15,'1988, repair work on CCP 2A-A
was completed and at approximately 1357 EST, the pump was declared operable.
Since the inoperable CCP was thought to be the only impediment to D/G testing,
the decision was made to resume D/G testing in prefaration for the performance
of SI-102M/M on D/G 1A-A.

On February 15, 1988, at approximately 1936 EST, D/G 1B-B was taken out of
service in accordance with SOI-82.2 in order to manually roll the engine and
prepare for the required operability verification (i.e., performance of
SI-7.1). At approximately 2057 EST, D/G 1B-B testing was completed and the D/G
was aligned for standby operation. D/Gs 2A-A and 2B-B were similarly tested and
aligned for standby operation at 2205 EST and 2318 EST, respectively. During
the subsequent shift turnover, the Operations shift supervisor coming off shift
stated that D/Gs 1B-B, 2A-A, and 2B-B were run to prepare for the performance of
SI-102M/M on D/G 1A-A. At this time, an oncoming assistant ahlft supervisor
questioned whether it was acceptable to test D/G 1A-A with the "B" train CREVS
inoperable. The shift supervisor coming off shift stated that it was acceptable.

Upon arriving at the main control room, the assistent uhlft supervisor again
questioned whether it was allowable to take D/G 1A-A out of service with the "B"
train of CREVS inoperable. The incoming shift supervisor then assigned the
shift technical advisor (STA) and a reactor operator (RO) to research the SQN TS
and verify that unit 2 would still be in compliance with the TS if D/G 1A-A was
taken out of service. At approximately 2340 EST, D/G 1A-A was taken out of
service so it could be manually colled. Upon completion of the rolling, the D/G
maintenance selector handswi*ch was left in the "maintenance" position (i.e., an
emergency D/G start was precluded) in order to perform SI-102M/M. Subsequently,
after completing their investigation, the STA and RO reported back to the shift
supervisor that it was not acceptable to take D/G 1A-A out of service when the
"B" train of CREVS was out of service since that condition would result in both
trains of CREVS being inoperable.

Upon receiving this information, the shift supervisor conservatively assumed
that LCO 3.0.3 was in effect and ordered D/G 1A-A to be immediately placed back
in service. At approximately 0030 EST on February 16, 1988, an assistant unit
operator (AUO) was dispatched to the D/G Building with a copy of S01-82.1 and
instructions to return the maintenance selector handswitches to the "normal"
(automatic) position, thereby returning D/G 1A-A to service. At approximately
0037 EST, the AUO called the main control room to report that he had completed
the necessary manipulation of the handswitches in accordance with SOI-82.1 to

*
return D/G 1A-A to operable status. T.e control room operator independently
verified the AUO's action by confirming that the annunciator for "Diesel
Generator 1A-A Maintenance Position" had cleared. D/G 1A-A was then declared
operable and the LCO was exited at approximately 0037 EST on February 16, 1988.
Subsequent to this event, it was determined that entering LLO 3.0.3 was
conservative and that the action associated with LCO 3.0.5 actually applied.
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The above described event is applicable to both SQN units 1 and 7 since CREVS
provides emergency ventilation to the common unit 1 and unit 2 control room.

CAUSE OF EVENT

The event was caused by an inadequate review of the applicable TS before
removing a D/G from service. The shift supervisor stated he was cognizant that
removing D/G 1A-A from service would make train "A" of CREVS inoperable;
however, he did not confirm the TS required action that must be taken when both
trains of CREVS are Inoperable. The fact that both trains of CREVS had been
inoperable almost continually from July 1987 to January 1988, while SQN was in
mode 5 (reference LER SQRO-50-327/87039), most likely contributed to the shift
supervisor'r belief that it was acceptable to have both trains of CREVS out of
service.

A contributing cause of this event was inadequate procedures. The procedures
that were used to remove D/Gs from service for routine testing (i.e., the SOI-82
series of instructions) did not contain the necessary warnings and precautions.
Specifically, the section of the subject SOIs that is used for manually rolling
the D/Gs should have ec.utioned personnel that performance of those instructions
would cause the D/G to become Inoperable. Additional precautions should have
been provided to warn of the potential for entering LCO 3.0.5 If other trained
equipment was out of service.

ANALYSIS OF EVENT

This event is being reported in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73, paragraph a.2.1.b,
as an operation prohibited by the plant's TSs.

The CREVS is designed such that during an accident, (1) the ambient air
temperature does not exceed the allowable air temperature for continuour duty
rating of the equipment and instrumentation located within the main control room
habitability zone (MCRHZ) and (2) the radiation exposure to personnel occupying

of General Design Celteria (GDC)-19the MCRHZ will remain within the guidelins a

as specified in Appendix A to 10 CFR 50.
,

In this event, although train "A" of CREVS was administratively declared
inoperable, offsite power was available, end therefore, train "A" of CREVS would
have been able to perform its designed function if it was required. In

addition, the WP that was being implemented on train "B" of CREVS had been
completed, including all postmaintenance testing. Further CREVS testing,

necessary before train "B" could be declared operable, was scheduled for

February 16, 1988. Thus, although train "B" of CREVS was also administratively

declared inoperable, it is likely that this CREVS train would also have been
able to perform its designed function. Hence, there were no safety consequences
associated with this event,
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CORRECTIVE ACTION

| As immediate corrective action, SQN operations personnel placed D/G 1A-A back in ,

service thereby returning train "A" of CREVS to operable status. As a result,
LCO 3.0.5 was exited at 0037 EST on February 16, 1988.

TVA has recently estab1'shed a work control group at SQN. The work control
group, which is ecmposed of senior reactor operators and Ros, has been tasked
with assisting the control room shift crew by determining the impact of work
activities on the plant. This is accomplished by reviewing work requests,
screening SI packages that could affect plant operation, and preparing hold
orders. Establishment of this work control group has reduced the amount of
activity in the main control room and allowed the shift supervisor to focus more
attention on his primary function of safely operating the plant. In addition,

the procedures that are used to remove D/Gs from service (i.e., the SOI-82
series of instructions) have been re,1 sed to include caution statements warning
that performance of certain steps la these Instructions will cause a D/G to
become Inoperable. These caution statements specifically address the potential
of causing other equipment or systems to be inoperable when D/Gs are taken out
of service.

The above described actions should prevent recurrence of this event. However,
TVA ic continuing to evaluate other correctivc actions to determine if
additional measures to prevent recurrence of this event are appropriate. If TVA
determines that additional corrective action will provide a more efficient means
of recurrence control, TVA will implement these actions and submit a supplement
to thir report by Apell 30, 1988.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

There have been no previous occurrences where an inadequate prejob analysis has
causad both trains of engineered safety feature equipment to be Inoperable.
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